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Novel flashlamp based time-resolved fluorescence microscope reduces
autofluorescence for 30-fold contrast enhancement in environmental

samples

Russell Connally", Duncan Veal' and James Piperb

Centre for Laser Applicationsb *Centre for Fluorometric Applications in Biotechnology", Department
of Biological Sciences, Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia. 2109

ABSTRACT

The abundance of naturally fluorescing components (autotluorophors) encountered in environmentally sourced samples
can greatly hinder the detection and identification of fluorescently labeled target using fluorescence microscopy. Time
resolved fluorescence microscopy (TRFM) is a techoique that reduces the effects of autofluorescence through precisely
controlled time delays. Lanthanide chelates have fluorescence lifetimes many orders of magnitude greater than typical
autofluorophors, and persist in their luminescence long after autofluorescence has ceased. An intense shon pulse of
(UV) light is used to excite fluorescence in the sample and after a shon delay period (he longer persisting fluorescence
from the chelate is captured with an image-intensified CCD camera. The choice of pulsed excitation source for TRFM
has a large impact on the price and performance of the i.nstrument. A flash lamp with a shon pulse duration was
selected for our instrument because of the high spectral energy in the UV region and short pulse length. However, !lash
output decays with an approximate lifetime of 1811S and the TRFM requires a long-lived chelate to ensure probe
fluorescence is still visible after decay of the flash plasma. We synthesized a recently reported fluorescent chelate
(BHHCT) and conjugated it to a monoclonal antibooy directed against the warer-borne parasite Giardia lamblia.
Ruorescence lifetime of the construct was determined to be 33911S ± 1411s and provided a 45-fold enhancement of
labeled Giardia over background using a gate delay of 10011s. Despite the sub-optimal decay characteristics of the light
pulse, flashlamps have many advantages compared to optical chopper wheels and modulated lasers. Their low cost,
lack of vibration, ease of interface and small footprint are important factors to consider in TRFM design.

Keywords: Time-resolved fluorescence, microscopy, europium, chelate, lanthanides, Giardia lamblia,
auto!luorescence.

1. INTRODUCTION

Animal, plant and microbial cells contain significant amounts of aromatic compounds, much of which is fluorescent.
The number of fluorescent substances of biological origin described in the biochemical literawre is very large although
only a small number of these substances have sufficiently high quantum yields (>0.02) to present as a problem during
fluorescence studies. Aside from existing auwfluorophors, treatment of samples may increase levels of unwanted
fluorescence, for example tissue sections fixed with formalin and embedded in paraffin have been reponed to be highly
amotluorescent I. flow cyrometry sorting of water concentrates can be problematic due to the presence of considerable
amounts of brightly fluorescing mineral particles and autofluorescenl algae. The analysis of water for the detection of
environmental pathogens (C,)lptosporidiul1I and Giardia) relies on flow cytometry to son and collect particles with a
fluorescent signature similar to that of labeled pathogens. The difficult and tedious examination of the concentrate
requires a highly skilled microscopist to identify tluorescently labeled pathogens 2.3

Ruorescence is the spontaneous emission of radiation as a means of releasing the energy of a molecule in an
electronically excited stare. This process is rapid and fluorescence ceases immediately after the exciting radiation is
extinguished. Most fluorophores, nawral and synthetic, have very shon fluorescent lifetimes ranging from 1 to 100
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nanoseconds4
. The short lifetime of autofluorophores provides the key to an effective method of suppressing

aULOtluorescence using time-resolved fluorescence techniques.

Such TR-techniques rely on the use ofa highly fluorescent and long-lived fluorophore that can be obtained by
combining an organic molecule to act as the triplet sensitizer for a trivalent lanthanide ion. The antenna sensitizer
must tightly couple to the lanthanide ion (usually Eu1

+ or Tb3+) to ensure a fast energy transfer process and the triplet
state should be higher in energy than the receiving lanthanide 41' state5

. The transition of the f-electrons is responsible
for the long-lived luminescence and sharp absorption and emission lines characterizing lanthanide fluorescence. The 1'
I' electronic transitions are forbidden, leading to long excited state lifetimes, in the micro- to millisecond range. The
Forbidden nature of the 1'-1' transitions is also reflected in low extinction coefficients, makjng direct photoexcitation of
lanthanide ions di fficult6

. Indirect excitation of the lanthanide ion via the triplet state of the antenna sensitizer
however, can be highly efficient with quantum yields close to unity'- Synthetic lanthanide chelates typically have a
IO,OOO-foid longer fluorescence lifetime than autofluorophores and simplify the task of suppressing autofluorescence
using TRFM.
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The diagram in Fig.l illustrates the principle underlying TRFMwhere time is the X-axis and light intensity the Y-axis.
The cycle begins with a short pulse of light, idealized here
as a square wave, that excites fluorescence from the probe
fluorophore and autofluorophore alike. On extinguishing
the excitation source, prompt fluorescence decays within
nanoseconds as shown in the expanded view, however the
fluorescence arising from the lanthanide chelate persists for
hundreds of mkroseconds longer. The time-resolving
phase is the gate delay period that occurs between the end
of the excitation pulse and start of the signal aquisition
period. The length of the signal aquisition period depends
on the fluorescence lifetime of the chelate and this varies
with different solvent environments. The minimum gale
delay duration, for most TRFM instruments, is controlled
by the decay rate of the excitation light pulse.

Figure 1. TRFM suppresses aut fluorescence by
delaying signal aquisilion until prompt (auto
nuorescence) has faded. Lanthanide chelate
fluorescence persists for greater than 300~lS and can be
captured free of background (Connally. et al .. 2002).

Early TRFM instruments were based on commercial
epifluorescence microscopes converled for time-resolved
applications through the addition of sychronized
mechanical shullersS

-
IO

. Mechanical choppers must run at
high speeds for the time regimes used in TRFM and careful
design is required to avoid vibration that can degrade image quality at high optical magnfication. Electrically pulsed
excitation sources and gated image intensifiers avoid problems associated with mechanical systems and can be
synchronized with far greater precision 11.

Nitrogen lasers have been used as excitation sources for europium or terbium chelates since the output wavelength of
327nm is close to optimal and pulse duration is 2-5 nanoseconds12

. They are however, bulky and expensive compared
to flashlamps, and laser coherence can introduce fringing artifacts unless special techniques are used. Acousto-optical
modulators in TRFM have been employed to produce pulsed excitation sources Ii'om lasers (488nm) but not at shorter
wavelengths (330nm)13
Flashlamps provide a low cost pulse source with high UV peak power, furthermore they are compact and easily
synchronized with other instruments. Their major limitation is the long trailing edge of the excitation pulse that
degrades the signal to noise ratio (SNR) by forcing extension of the gate-delay period. The use of highly fluorescent
probe with a fluorescence lifetime considerably in excess of the l1ashlamp decay lifetime can overcome this limitation
by extending the signal aquisition periOd". We synthesized the europium chelate 4,4' -Bis-( I", I", I",2",2",3",3"
heptatluoro-4",6"-hexanedion-6"-yl)chlorosulfo-o-terphenyl (BHHCT) using the published method.
BHHCT is a strongly fluorescent label with a reported lifetime extending to greater than 600~s.
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2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Buffers and reagents
Conjugation buffer: 0.1 M NaHCO] solution at pH 9.0; Phosphate buffered saline (PBS): 0.02M solution, pH 7.4,
prepared with 2 x Aldrich P-4417 tablets in de-ionized water (200mI).
TRFM buffer: 0.1 M NaHCO] solution at pH 8.4 with the addition of 1.0 x 10.5 M Triton X and 0.05% sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS)
BHHCT: The fluorescent europium chelate: 4,4' -Bis-( I" ,1 ", I",2",2",3",3"-heptatluoro-4",6"-hexanedion-6"
yl)chlorosulfo-o-terphenyl (BHHCT) was prepared by the published method.

2.2. Water sample
The 10,000: I concentrate of environmentally sourced water used for this work provided a rich source of autotluorescent
mineral particles, algae and plam debris.

2.3 Conjugation of BHHCT to anti-Giardia antibody
Anti-Giardia antibody (100~1; 2.7 mg.mr ' ; G203; Ausflow, Sydney, Australia) had buffer exchanged for conjugation
buffer (I OO~L) using Millipore Ultrafree Biomax 50K centrifugal tilters.
The antibody was reacted with BHHCT (I5~; 5mg.mr') in DMF for lhr at 26'C, followed by tiltration on Millipore
Ultrafree (0.2~m) filter units to remove any precipitate. The liltrate was transferred to a centrifugal tilter for removal of
unconjugated BHHCT. The filter units were centrifuged until the residual volume was 15~1 or less before fresh PBS
bufler was added. Three buffer exchanges were performed and the immunoconjugate was then taken up in 100~L of
PBS and filtered (0.2~m) to remove any precipitate. The immunoconjugate prepared under this protocol is heavily
labeled, it deteriorated (precipitates) over a period of days even when kept at 4'C.
BHHCT has an extinction coefficient of 3.41 x 10' em" M· l at 320nm, and the ratio of absorbance at 280nm and
320nm is 0.55. Immunoglobulin absorbs most strongly at 280nm, however the large extinction coefficient of BHHCT
can make it difficult to determine protein concentration using A180 absorbance figures. For this conjugate, fluorescence
to protein ratio (F/P) was determined as 10 based on the absorbance at 320nm. G203 antibody has negligible absorption
at 320001 so the observed value was attributed entirely to BHHCT and the protein concentration was assumed to have
remained unchanged.

2.4 Immunofluorescence labeling of Giardia cysts
The prepared BHHCT-immunoconjugate was diluted to a volume of 30~L for the concentration found optimal of80~.g

mr' (data not shown). A 15~L volume of PBS containing approximately 2,500 Giardia cysts was added to the
conjugate and left to incubate for 15 minutes and then IO~L of the environmental water concentrate was added. The
mixture was liltered on a Millipore Isopore 0.8~m membrane filter and washed (3 x 100~L PBS) followed by
incubation for 5 minutes with 100~1 of 2 mmolar EuCI3 solution. The filter was again washed and the filter solids
flushed from the membrane with PBS and collected on a slide for TRFM.

2.5. Instrumentation
Fig. 2 illustrates the connections between the three core components of a TRFM workstation, the epifluorescence
microscope, high speed tlashlamp and a gated image intensified CeD camera. Time-resolved fluorescence images were
captured using the DiCam-Pro (PCO Computer Optics, Kelheim, Germany). The 25mm Hamamatsu microchannel
plate (MCP) image intensifier has 12 ~m channels, a quartz input window with an S20 photocathode and a P47
phosphor output screen. This intensified camera has shutter speeds down to 3ns and has a Peltier cooled image sensor
to minimize thermal noise. Resolution of the CCD element is 1280 x 1024 (SVGA) at 12 bits (4096 grey scales) and
the camera supports single photon detection.
A trigger input to the camera permits synchronization of the tlashlamp discharge (via the flashlamp controller) and the
camera shutter. The camera is packaged with image processing software and drivers for the capture card. Custom
software was written to enable computer control of the flash lamp and to provide a wider variety of supported image
formats.
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2.6. Flashlamp controller
A xenon Ilash lamp wiLh discharge duration of I .61ls full widLh half maximum (FWHM), Ilash energy of 160mJ and a
maximum repetition rate (at the rated power) of 100Hz was used. The model 68825 Ilash lamp controller is
manufactured by Oriellnc. and powers a 6426 guided-arc xenon Ilashlamp. A Lrigger input aL the rear of the conLrolier
simplifies computer control of the flashlamp and in OUf system was triggered by a solid-state optical relay under the
conLro) of an embedded microcontroller. The microconlroller was connected to the host computer via a serial interface
and could be controlled from within the host software (Q initiate a flash trigger sequence.

o

data and control link
to computer

o

IBM PS/2

Oicam Pro
CCO camera

Zeiss Axiophot
microscope

tri ut

RS232 serial data link
o=

light source switch

Oriel flash
lamp

mercury arc
lamp

embedded
microcontroller 'c:==-?1

trigger input to flash controller ).

Flash lamp B= ~._"--__-'"
controller rr

Figure 2. Schematic of the instrumentation used to convert a standard epinuorescence microscope to a time-resolved
nuorescence microscope (TRFM) workstatioll. An optical fibre is lIsed 1O connect the high speed image intensified camera
to the capLUre card in the Host PC (IBM PS/2). A serial data link (9600 baud) connects the Host PC to the embedded
microcontroller for initiating the nash sequence (Connally et lll .. 2002).

2.7. Microscope
An epilluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axioplan, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) was filled with a dual illumination
port to enable the aLLachment of the Oriel nashlamp. The instrument could then use eiLher a standard 50 W-Hg vapour
lamp for conventional epilluorescence microseopy or switch to the Ilashlamp for time-resolved sLudies. The BHHCT
chelate is optimally excited aL 330nm and has a narrow (6nm) spiked emission aL 6 I 7nm. The unusually long Stokes
shift requires the use of a custom filter set comprised of a BP340/1 0 excitation filter, Fr560 beam spliLLer and BP575
640 emission filter. The microscope was also tilled with Zeiss filter set 487909-0000 for use wiLh nuorescein (FlTC)
labels in conventional epifluorescence mode. Images were captured using a 40 X Neophot objective and lOX camera
adapter mount to give a final magnification of 400 X.

2.8 Image intensifier sensitivity
A large dynamic range in the light intensity is encountered when observing flash discharge phenomena. It was
necessary to determine the transfer function for different gain settings of the image-intensifier and to check the
linearity of the loop count used to integrate faint signal over a number of capture cycles. The gain transfer curve was
determined by setting the gain level at 50% and attenuating the input light so that pixel brightness was 50% of
maximum. The gain selling was then varied from 0 to 100% and the pixel brightness values recorded at each different
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gain selling. Linearity of the integrating loop count was similarly tested, loop count was set at 128 (halfway) and pixel
brightness at 50%. Loop count was then varied and the resulting brightness value recorded.

Flashlamp
power supply!
controller

\-F==:o, embedded
"--_=~ microcontroller

o 0

Capture trigger

-j;=c=+-- pinhole

Dicam Pro camera IBM PSJ2

Figure. 3. The instrument configurmion used 10 capture
images of the flash lamp discharge.

2.9 Optical arrangement used to image the flashlamp
discharge
During initial testing of the TRFM, fluorophores with
nanosecond fluorescence lifetimes were clearly imaged after
tens of microseconds. The flash lamp discharge was
monitored at microsecond intervals to determine if this
component was the cause for the anomalous lifetime
measurements. A 100J-lm diameter pinhole in brass shim
served to atlenuate !lash intensily and act LO focus light
onto the image intensifier. The shim was positioned
between the tlashlamp and the Dicam-Pro camera so that
the pinhole was centered on the optical axis. With the
camera and flashlamp butted together, a clear image of the
flash arc could be captured. Light intensity from the flash
varies greatly over the sampling period and the camera loop
count (integration period) was adjusted to maintain a linear
response.

2.10 Flashlamp lifetime determination
A PIN photodiode with a response time of JOns was connected to a 500Mhz Tektronix oscilloscope to verify timing of
the light output pulse from the flashlamp (measured at FWHM). Light from the flashlamp was focussed through the
microscope objective onto a white card mounted on a slide and the photodiode was positioned near the card (I cm) for
maximum sensitivity.
To determine flashlamp plasma lifetime, the filter cassette on the epifluorescence microscope was removed and white
cardboard inserted to rencct scattered light from Ihe flashlamp into the image~intensified camera. Average pixel
brightness values were collected from the same region in each captured frame as lhe gate-delay period was increased in
duration Irom 0 to 1001ls.

2.11 Chelate fluorescence lifetime
The decay of BHHCTtluorescence was modeled using the simplest case for exponential decay. lntensity of fluorescence
at time T is related lo the initial intensity (IQ) and the lluorescence lifetime (t) by the expression shown in Eq. I.

T

IT = IQ.e-r Eq. I

Expcrimcl1l(~1 results reponed here validate the use of Eq. I lo model the decay of chelate tluorescence.
Plotting the loge of fluorescence intensity against the gate delay period results in a straight line if the dala follows the
simple exponential model proposed. Origin 6.0 software (Microcal Sollwarc Inc., Northampton, MA, USA) was used to
estimate the line of best tit using the least squares method, the slope of the line is inversely proportional to t. The value
for t was then used to lit an exponential curve to the experimental data.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Image-intensifier integration linearity
Software supplied with the Dicam-Pro CCD camera provides a
dialogue that permits setting the loop count, or number of
integration cycles to a value between I and 255. The graph shown
in Fig. 4 indicates pixel brightness responds linearly to integration
loop count with a correlation coefficient of 0.9993.
Response of the system can be expressed by the relation

IL = 44.3 + (13.4 *L) Eq.3
where IL is pixel brightness at loop count L (0 < L < 255).
Linear scaling of pixel brightness can be achieved through
manipulation of the loop count. Images captured with brightness
levels that exceeded the dynamic range of the camera were scaled
to lower intensities by decreasing the loop count. A valid
comparison of brightness levels between images captured with
di frerent loop counts could still be made by reference to the
linear expression of Eq. 3.

Figure 4. This graph illustfales the linear
relationship between loop count (integration
period) and image brightness.

3.2 Image intensifier gain transfer function
The camera manufacturer was requested to supply details of the single photon sensitivity of the DicamPro and provided
the following information: Assuming incoming light of 500nm wavelength, the S20 photocathode has a (realistic) 20%
quantum efficiency and the MCP an efficiency of about 50% with a multiplication factor of 10,000 times. Phosphor
efficiency is approximately 30%, the transmission efficiency of the lens coupling intensifier CCD is 22% and the
quantum efficiency of the CCD is 52% at the phosphor's emission wavelength. The conversion efficiency or the camera
is 5 electrons.counf' and assuming 100 photons hit the photocathode:

(100 * 0.2","hOO' * O.5MCP *10,000MCP *0.30pho,pho, * 0.22,,", *O.52cco )/5 = 686 counts
Thus an input of 100 photons generates 686 CQums or I photon generates 7 counts. however this assumes that the
photon has been detected and does not belong to the (statistically) 80% of the photons which are not converted into
electrons at the photocathode".

Figure 5. The gain transfer curve plOlS the
combined response of the image-intensifier. lens
coupler and the CCO element.

The relationship between pixel intensity and image intensifier
gain was observed to have a sigmoidal response as illustrated in
Fig. 5. High brightness regions move the curve to the left and up
whereas low-light levels force the curve down and to the left.
Relating pixel brightness levels between images captured with
different gain settings is difficult and prone to error. Instances
where image brightness exceeded the dynamic range of the
camera were corrected by adjusting the loop count rather than
the intensifier gain scLting.
Gain settings of greater [han 75% resulted in a progressive loss
of image definition and increased 'speckle' noise. Good image
definition was achieved with gain settings of 60-70%, however
superior definition of caprured images was evident at low gain
setlings of 20%.
Faint images of weakly fluorescent targets were best captured
with a maximum gain setting of 80%, 2x2 binning of adjacent
pixels (charge on 4 pixels is integrated into a single pixel) and
maximum loop count of 255.
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Figure 6. This sequence of images show the dynamic
behaviour of nashlamp plasma over a period of IOO/ls
from initial arc formation. The oscillogram at top shows
light intensity of the discharge peaks within 2j.ts.
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Figure 7. Flashlamp plasma has a complex exponential
decay curve in the first 80~ls after arc initiation.
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3.4 Flashlamp plasma lifetime
For determination of the plasma lifetime, light output from t'he
nash lamp was averaged by renection from a diffuse white cardboard
surface. Gain on the image-intensifier was held constant at 60% and
the loop count' varied to extend the dynamic range capability of the
camera.
Dynamics of the Oashlamp arc contribute to a complex curve
describing plasma lifetime. There are distinct phases in the process of
plasma decay that occur with different time constants. Most of the
radiant energy is released during the first' 5/1s, however the
exponential tail extends for hundreds of microseconds and cannot

simply be
described
by Eg. I.

3.3 Flashlamp plasma dynamics
The images shown in Fig.6 provide clear evidence of the relatively
long life of the nashlamp plasma. The manufacturer reports a nash
duration of 1.6~s full width half maximum (FWHM) for the 6426
guided arc tlashlamp used here. The oscillogram shown at the top of
Fig. 6 confirms peak light output occurs over a duration of less than
2~s, however with the system contigured as shown in Fig. 3, fajntly
glowing plasma up to 500lis after arc formation could be detected.
The discharge electrodes are visible clearly in the upper and lower
portions of the frames captured at 5~s and IO~s gate-delay periods.
The much thinner electrodes oriented horizontally are used to guide
the arc to ensure repeatable arc paths l6

.

For the images shown in Fig. 6, loop counts and gain of the intensifier
were not equal, rather they were adjusted to provide maximum
visibility of the charged plasma. Thus direct comparison of plasma
brightness is not possible with the sequence shown here. Movement of
the plasma from the vertical into the horizontal plane begins at about
20~s and evolves further to produce two luminous balls clearly visible
at gate delays of 70-100l-ls. These structures fade with longer gate
delays (greater than J50~s) to form a uniform faintly luminous glow
that persisted for up to 500~s.
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If the loge or light intensity is plotted against the gate-delay pCliod for various intervals during the flash discharge, the
multiexponential nature of the flash lifetime becomes more apparent. The l,us interval from l,us to 2,us corresponds to
peak light emission and returns a value for 1 of 1.6~s, the period from 3~s to S~s has 1 of 7.S~s that lengthens to 13.3
J.1s for the gate-delay interval 10,us to 30,us. Extending the measurement period to gate-delays ranging ti'om 30)1s to
SO~s results in a value of 18.2 ~s ± 0.43~s for 1 that remains relatively constant as gate-delay is extended further.

3.5 TRFM effectiveness in suppressing background autofluorescence
The two images shown in Fig.8 were captured with identical instrume11l settings except that the gate-delay was
increased from zero to 100,us for the image on the right. The central algae visible in the first h'ame had an average
brightness (8 bit scale) of 137 and this was reduced to 3 in TRFM mode.
A line histogram tracing the pixel intensity between the two points CD better illustrates the strong suppression of
background autofluorescence. The noise baseline has been reduced from an average of 40,8 to 2.2 and fluorescence
from the central algae is suppressed 45-fold. The fluorescence intensity of the Giardia cyst remains unchanged in the
second frame with a pixel brightness value of 252, Flattening of the h.istogram peak is due to brightness of the chelate
exceeding the 8-bit (256 grey scales) used to capture the image, Fluorescence ohhe labeled cyst was sufficiently intense
to permit image capture after a gate-delay of 70Q..t.s.

Figure 8. TRFM image captured at 400X of environmelllal water concentrate spiked with BHHCf labeled
Giardia cysts. The line histograms at top correspond to pixel intensities between the points CD in each frame.

3.6 Estimation of the BUUCT chelate fluorescent lifetime
Yuan el 01. reported 1 for BHHCT ranged from 32S~s to
640~s depending on the buffer used. The line hislogram
tool that formed pan of the custom software routines
was used to sample fluorescence intensity of the labeled
cyst shown in Fig.8 at gate-delays extending to 700,us
(data not shown). The sampled data was averaged and
the loge values plolted against the gate-dclay period to

produce the linear plot shown in Fig. 9. Slope of the line
provided an esti mate of 339~s ± 14~s for the
tluorescence lifetime of BHHCT labeled cysts.

Figure 9.
LO!k of
fluorescence
intensilyof
the cyst in
Fig. 8 versus
gate-delay
period.
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The excellent visibility of the Giardia cyst in Fig.S illustrates the effectiveness of BHHCT label in overcoming the
limitations of a Ilashlamp based TRFM system.
In the course of this work it was found necessary to optimize the conjugation protocol so that labeled cysts could easily
be discerned from the background using (non-TRFM) epitluorescence mjcroscopy. Cysts that appeared faint under
these conditions were not satisfactorily imaged using TRFM. Cysts labeled with BHHCT appear an orange-red when
excited with UV on an epifluorescence microscope and visibility of the cyst is comparable with a similarly labeled cyst
using nuorcscein (FITC).
BI-n-iCT labeled immunoconjugate prepared by our protocol retains much of its native affinity for its epitope l7 however
the stability of the immunoconjugate is poor. Precipitation orthe protein occurs within 3-4 days and attempts to freeze
aliquots for later thawing did not offer a solution. Preparation of the immunoconjugarc can be completed within 3 hours
and we recommend the use of fresh material for best results.
Pre-labeled cyst spiked water concentrates were used for this work, however using similar techniques, we have
successfully labeled Giardia cysts and Cl)ptosporidiw}7. oocysts in-situ with time-resolvable immunotluorophores J7

.

4. CONCLUSION

As we have reported here. BHHCT-immunoconjugate labels have a Iluorescence lifetime of 339~s in PBS and the
decay process can be reasonably modeled using single exponential decay kinetics. The decay of energy from the
flash lamp however is multi-exponential and the majority of the discharge cycle is complete within a 311s period. The
period immediately following the arc discharge is characterized by a rapid decay in light intensity with a lifetime
varying from 1.611S to l3Jls. Subsequent decay of residual plasma after 30Jls occurs with an approximate lifetime of
18Jls. This value is similar to that reported for other TRFM systems using flash lamps as the excitation source9

.

Some indication of the effectiveness of time-resolved techniques can be gained by by noting that after 100Jls, the
chelate retains 74% of its intial fluorescence intensity, whereas flash intensity is reduced to a level of 0.4%.
We have shown that the readily synthesized europium chelate BHHCT can form highly fluorescent immunoconjugates
with retention of epitope affinity. The immunoconjugates have proved effective in greatly suppressing background
autofluorescence in TRFM using a nash lamp as the excitation source.
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